In this paper, a fuzzy mathematical programming model is proposed to address integrated production and routing planning decisions which considers uncertain production and inventory capacities, as well as production, setup, inventory holding and transport costs. This proposal considers flexible constraints and the lack of knowledge related to the previous input parameters which are modelled by using triangular fuzzy numbers. Results of computational experiments performed with data from a case study related to a real-world bakery firm confirm the efficiency of the proposed solution method in terms of total costs and CPU time with respect to a deterministic formulation.
Introduction
In today's competitive environment, organizations need to optimize their production and transport plans. Generally, these decisions have been made sequentially and independently. The most habitual procedure is, firstly, to determine production plans to meet customer demand by taking into account inventory levels and the different production costs by using lot-sizing models [1] - [3] and, secondly, to establish distribution routes and the set of products that should be sent in each vehicle by considering vehicle routing problem (VRP) models [4] , [5] . However, an integrated production and transport planning may lead to increased efficiency and cost savings. In this sense, a considerable number of scientific articles on this topic have been published in recent decades, as well as several review papers [6] - [10] . Nevertheless, most of these models only consider direct shipments as a transport strategy because they disregard routing planning decisions.
In this context, production and routing models emerge in order to simultaneously plan production and distribution decisions by considering transport routes calculations. This kind of integrated production and distribution planning problem is called production and routing problem (PRP) by several authors [11] , [12] . According to Bard and Nananukul (2010) , in a production routing problem, four critical decisions have to be made: (1) how many items to manufacture each day; (2) when to visit each customer; (3) how much to deliver to a customer during a visit; and (4) which delivery routes to use.
The PRP is a recent research area and it has been, mainly, developed in recent years. In the seminal works by Chandra and Fisher [14] and Fumero and Vercellis [15] is shown the value of integrated production and transport routing decisions by comparing an integrated planning approach versus a decoupled one. On the other hand, Lei et al. [16] provide a PRP with multiple capacitated production plants, all of which are able to produce the same product, and many customers, each with a deterministic demand for the product over a finite planning horizon. The formidable complexity of the PRP has made most of authors have focused on developing efficient solution methods such as metaheuristics [13] , [17] - [23] validated with artificially generated instances instead of case studies or realistic problems.
The complex nature and dynamics of the relationships among the different factors in industrial environments imply an important degree of uncertainty in planning decisions. According to Mula et al. [24] and Peidro et al. [25] , the scientific literature provides various planning models under uncertainty. Those models defined by analytical approaches, simulation approaches or hybrid approaches (based on the integration of analytical and simulation models) represent uncertainty based on probability distributions, which are generally, based on historical data. However, a PRP operates in an uncertainty scenario in which statistical data are not very reliable, or are not even available. It can, scarcely, admit that the future values of certain parameters, like demand and capacity, have a frequentistic nature and are, therefore, likely to be treated by a stochastic approach [26] . Therefore, when statistical data are not very reliable neither available, the determination-based models of these probability distributions may not be the best option. In this context, fuzzy mathematical programming can prove to be an alternative approach to model the different types of uncertainty inherent to PRP.
According to Adulyasak et al. [27] , there is no contributions which consider PRP in an uncertain environment. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy mixed integer linear programming (FMILP) model for modelling a PRP which considers uncertain costs either production and inventory capacities.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the PRP notation and the corresponding model formulation. Section 3 describes the solution methodology. Next, Section 4 evaluates the behavior of the proposed model in a real-world bakery firm. Final-
Notation and mathematical formulation
In general terms, the production routing problem can be defined in a network G = (N, A) , where N represents the set of nodes comprising production plant and customers, and A represents the set of arcs connecting the nodes, where A = {(i, j): i, j ϵ N, i ≠ j} with the following notation: The PRP under uncertainty is formulated as follows:
subject to
VCap Q
The objective function (1) corresponds to the minimization of total costs relating to production, setups, inventories and routing costs over the planning horizon. Constraints (2) and (3) represent the inventory flow balance at the plant and customer warehouses, respectively. These equations link the production side with the routing problem through decision variables Q ikt . The inventory of a certain product in a node, at the end of the period, will be equal to the inputs minus the outputs of the product generated in this period. Inputs concern the production (at the plant), transport receptions from other nodes (at customers) the inventory of the previous period. Outputs are related to shipments to customers (at the plant) and demand (at customers). Constraint (4) ensures that a setup is done during a period if production is taken place in this period. Constraint (5) limits the total amount to produce in the production plant during each period. Symbol  represents the fuzzy version of ≤ and means "essentially less than or similar to". This constraint shows that the planner wants to make the left-hand side of the constraint, the production amount per period, smaller or similar to the right-hand side, the maximum production capacity available, "if possible". The production capacity is only known approximately, due to, for example, machine breakdowns, and is represented by a fuzzy number. The same ocurrs with inventory capacity. Constraint (6) establishes the inventory limits of each product at each node (e.g., plant or customers). Constraints (7) to (12) deal with the typical routing equations in VRP detailed in Toth and Vigo [28] . Only if the node i is visited by the vehicle k during the period t can the delivered an amount of product p by this vehicle be positive, as stated in Constraint (7). Moreover, Constraint (8) limits the total amount of different products to be transported in a single vehicle according to its capacity. Constraint (9) ensures that the variable Y it = 1 when the node i is visited by a vehicle. Constraint (10) corresponds to vehicle conservation flow; that is, if a vehicle k arrives at a customer i during the period t, it must leave it during the same period. Constraint (11) limits to 1 the number of trips per vehicle leaving the depot for each period, and Constraint (12) eliminates possible subtours for each vehicle during each period. Constraint (13) defines the lower bounds and integrality of the production, invento-ry and shipment amounts. Finally, Constraint (14) defines the binary variables relating to setups, visits to customers and travelled arcs.
Solution methodology
In this section, taking into account to Peidro et al. [29] , an approach to transform the FMILP model into an equivalent auxiliary crisp MILP model for a PRP planning under production and inventory capacities and costs uncertainties is defined. In order to address the fuzzy coefficients of the FMILP model, it is necessary to consider the fuzzy mathematical programming approaches that integrally consider the fuzzy coefficients of the objective function and the fuzzy constraints. Since the FMILP model considers incomplete or imprecise information in data (associated to: production costs, setup costs, inventory holding costs, transport costs, production and inventory capacity) and fuzziness associated to the flexible constraints (5) and (6), we need a fuzzy optimization approach that jointly considers the possible lack of knowledge in data and existing fuzziness. For this reason, the approach by Cadenas and Verdegay [30] is adopted in this paper. The authors propose a general model for fuzzy linear programming that considers fuzzy cost coefficients, fuzzy technological coefficients and fuzzy right-hand side terms in constraints. Fuzziness is also considered in the inequalities that define the constraints. This general fuzzy linear programming model is as follows:
where the fuzzy elements are given by: with regard to the ith constraint, that is, the adequacy between this fuzzy number and the one b~i in relation to the ith constraint.
A solution method based on the substitution of (15) by a convex fuzzy set through a ranking function as a comparison mechanism of fuzzy numbers is proposed by Cadenas and Verdegay [30] . 
In order to solve the problem, (15) defines: let g be a fuzzy number linear ranking function and given the function, : 
where g is a linear ranking function.
Given the problem (15),  with the membership function (26) and using the decomposition theorem [31] , [32] for fuzzy sets, the following is obtained:
where ≤ g is the relationship corresponding to g. Therefore, an equivalent model to solve (15) (17) In order to solve (17), we apply a linear ranking function, the first index of Yager [33] , [34] . Although the approach could be easily adapted to the use of any other index. Thus, by applying the first index of Yager and by considering triangular fuzzy numbers, the problem defined in Eq. (15) is transformed into the crisp equivalent linear programming problem defined in Eq. (18): 
subject to:
and the non fuzzy constraints (2)- (4) and (7)- (14) .
In order to solve the problem and according to Eq. (18), α is settled parametrically (α  [0,1]) to obtain the value of the objective function for the different levels (α-cuts) of the fuzzy parameters considered in the model. The result is a fuzzy set and the planner has to decide which pair (α,z) is more adequate to obtain a crisp solution
Case study
In this section, we validate the proposed model as a tool for making integrated production and routing planning decisions under uncertainty.
Implementation and resolution
The proposed model has been developed with the modelling language MPL, and has been solved by Gurobi solver. The experiments were run in an Intel Xeon 2.93 GHz with 48 GB RAM. The model has been executed for a 6-day time planning horizon. The input data has been obtained from a bakery company located at Ibi (Alicante-Spain). This firm elaborates a special kind of frozen pre-baked bread and distributes it to a set of six customers located in several areas from Alcoy city (Alicante-Spain). These costumers have capacitated warehouses to store the frozen bread. Moreover, the production capacity of the manufacturing plant is also limitated. On the other hand, production, setup, inventory and transportation costs proportional to the travelled distance are also considered. Fuzzy production and inventory capacities, deterministic vehicle capacities and fuzzy costs values are shown in Table 1 
Assumptions
The main characteristics and assumptions considered in the computational experiment are the following:  The decision variables P t ,I it ,Q ikt are considered integer. Therefore, a MILP model is required to be solved.  A single productive resource restricts the capacity of the production nodes.  Triangular fuzzy numbers were defined by the decision makers involved in the planning process from the deviation percentages of the crisp value. These percentages ranged from an average from 15% to 25%, depending on the parameter to be evaluated.  A maximum violation of 5% is contemplated on the right-hand side of fuzzy constraints.  Stop criteria for Gurobi solver are set to 0.5% of gap and 300 CPU seconds.
Evaluation of results
This section compares the results obtained by the fuzzy PRP model with a deterministic version. The aim is to identify the possible improvements that can provide the consideration of uncertainty in PRP models by using fuzzy mathematical approaches. Table 2 shows the computational efficiency of the deterministic model and the fuzzy PRP planning model proposed for this case study. The data are related to the iterations, number of constraints, variables, integers, non-zero elements, calculation time and the average density of the array of constraints. The deterministic model obtains a higher value for iterations than the fuzzy model, while the rest of parameters are identical, including the CPU time because both models arrive to the CPU time limit. As shown in Table 3 , production and setup costs remain equal for different values of α. Production and setup costs are strictly necessary to meet customers demand. The available production capacity makes that a setup must be done in the beginning of each period and, therefore, setup costs are the same for the deterministic model and fuzzy models with different values of the parameter α. Moreover, it is only manufactured the exact product amounts demanded at customers locations, therefore, production costs are also identical for deterministic and fuzzy models because the demand is considered crisp. On the other hand, inventory costs present better values in fuzzy models than in the deterministic model, especially, in those models with lower values of the α parameter. These lower inventories imply that it could be necessary to ship higher amounts of products from the production plant to customers, increasing transport costs. In general, as seen in Table 3 , all the fuzzy models, obtain better results than the deterministic model in terms of total costs. Also, those models whose α values come close to 1 obtain similar results to the deterministic model. This situation is logical because the closer the α value comes to 1, the more similar the triangular fuzzy number model will be to a deterministic model [29] .
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a fuzzy mathematical programming model for integrated production and routing planning decisions under uncertainty. The proposed PRP model considers flexible constraints as well as the lack of knowledge in objective function costs and production and inventory capacities and has been validated in a real case study corresponding to a bakery firm. The advantages of this proposal are related to: (1) the management in real situations where the information is not fully available for production and routing planning; and (2) better results in terms of total costs and similar CPU times obtained by fuzzy models with respect to the deterministic model.
Regarding to the limitations of this proposal, we have described them through further research proposals: (1) Extension of this case study in industrial environments with multiple products, more customers and a larger planning horizon; (2) consideration of travel times between nodes, waiting, loading and unloading times and sustainability issues such as fuel consumption and pollutants emissions; and (3) to develop solution procedures based on metaheuristics, bio inspired algorithms and evolutionary computation in order to solve the fuzzy PRP for large size instances in a reasonable CPU time.
